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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Attempt any five questions. All questions carry equal 
marks.
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1. In what ways was the process of rehabilitation of 
displaced persons after partition a success? Why?

Tt faro w
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2. Why, in what ways was the constitution of India a great 
success?
TO KfalH fal HPHf 3 TTTOcTT «ft, sfa

3. What were the unique features of the bureaucracy and 
judiciary in India that enabled them to contribute to 
nation building?
tot farrerfa sfa -MNmPri+i faft $F$t 

fajfafa < ■3^' wi

4. In what ways has the process of states reorganisation 
been an ongoing process and how has it contributed to 
the strengthening of India?

Hd'ldd 3rfsFTT fas W 3
I afa to 4' faPH fan t?

5. Evaluate the role of the Indian National Congress in the 
history of India during your period of study.

fan TO 3 TOfa 

writer

6. Critically examine the elections of India.
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7. Why did India opt for a mixed economy?
RTOT fafacT 3T8f5qwiT 1ft ^fl?

8. Evaluate the foreign policy of India toward China, 
it VfcT RTRT itt itftT UT

9. 'A million mutinies', is how an author described India. 
What could have been done to stop these so-called 
"million mutinies'?

fafWI *^[^1’ 3 Wr W W
in fimi wirfan w M irt tti^ 

w farqr wi «n?

10. The two-nation theory quickly proved to a be flawed 
basis for nation building. What then could be the basis 
of a strong nation. Explain with examples from your 
period of study.
W? torn Ft fanfa

3TRTR Tflfll ^3{TI TH 31TMR W
Ft t? arri 3T«fh

Fitful
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